




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The Beginning Discussion Section of the Eight-Legged Essay
Kunio TAKINO
Abstract
This essay is an exploration of the method for writing the “Beginning Discussion（qijiang）” 
section of an “eight-legged essay”. The “Beginning Discussion ” is also known as the 
“Small Discussion （xiaojiang）”.It follows on from the “Breaking Open the Topic（poti）” 
and “Receiving the Topic（chengti）” sections. The first requirement of the Beginning 
Discussion section is to “speak on behalf of the sages”. As such, it is necessary first to 
provide a general explanation of how the rest of the essay will develop. Because of this, 
the method of addressing the topic in the Beginning Discussion is extremely complex. 
Thisessay provides a detailed explanation of both the form and the method of addressing 
the topic in the Beginning Discussion. 
